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A B S T R A C T   

One of the barriers to implementation of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) into structural applications is the 
lack of understanding of the shear behaviour of SFRC members. This paper proposes a theoretical model for the 
shear capacity of SFRC members with mild steel reinforcement based on the shear-carrying mechanisms and 
sectional analysis. The model is derived completely theoretically, based on concepts from the literature, and does 
not include new empirical aspects. The approach is then compared to 323 experiments from the literature of 
beams with slender, rectangular cross-sections failing in shear. It is found that the model is slightly conservative, 
and experimental research necessary to further develop the model is described. The presented theory aims to be a 
framework for a fully theoretical description of the shear capacity of SFRC members with longitudinal rein-
forcement and without shear reinforcement.   

1. Introduction 

Mixes of concrete that contain dispersed fibers were proposed as 
early as 1874 (in a patent by A. Bernard) [1]. Even though the idea is not 
new, structural applications of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) are 
currently limited to joints with a closing function, small housing pro-
jects, industrial buildings, and tunnels [2]. The reason why the con-
struction industry is slow to adopt the material is that not all building 
and bridge codes contain a full set of design equations for members with 
SFRC. ACI 318-9 [3], for example, mentions in terms of shear capacity of 
SFRC only that 0.75 % of fibers can be used to replace minimum shear 
reinforcement, but the code does not include equations to verify the 
shear capacity of reinforced or prestressed concrete members that 
contain (steel) fibers. Design equations for SFRC members are not pre-
sent in all building and bridge codes because mechanical models that 
can serve as a theoretical basis for code equations are lacking. In 
particular, a solid theoretical understanding of the shear capacity of 
SFRC members with longitudinal reinforcement and without transverse 
reinforcement is missing [4]. 

There are various benefits associated with adding fibers to concrete. 
The fibers add tensile strength to the mixture and improve the post- 
cracking behavior [5], reduce the post-peak rate of strength loss in 
compression tests [6], result in smaller and better distributed cracks in 
concrete members [7], increase the flexural capacity [8], improve the 
fatigue life for cases without stress reversals [9,10], and reduce the 

effects of creep in normal strength SFRC beams with stirrups under 
sustained loading [11]. 

This paper studies the shear capacity of SFRC members with longi-
tudinal reinforcement and without stirrups from a theoretical perspec-
tive. The scope of this work is normal strength SFRC members. It is only 
briefly explored if tension-stiffening ultra-high performance fiber rein-
forced concrete (UHPFRC) [12,13] can be addressed with the same 
model. The shear capacity is derived by summing the contributions of 
aggregate interlock [14], dowel action [15], capacity in the tension zone 
[16], and capacity of the uncracked concrete in the compression zone 
[17], considering the mechanical properties of SFRC [4], the sectional 
equilibrium of SFRC [18,19], and the effect of fibers on crack width and 
spacing [20]. As such, it is an extension of the Critical Shear Displace-
ment Theory to include the effect of steel fibers [21,22]. Fig. 1 shows the 
different shear-carrying mechanisms that play a role in SFRC. No new 
empirical aspects are introduced into this theoretical model. As such, the 
proposed model can serve as a basis for future experimental work to 
improve the model, as well as a solid basis rooted in the mechanics of the 
problem for code equations for the shear capacity of SFRC. 

2. Literature review 

The majority of expressions that have been proposed to estimate the 
shear capacity of SFRC members with longitudinal steel reinforcement 
are empirical in nature [4]. The existing code equations for the shear 
capacity of SFRC from France [23] (which is geared towards UHPFRC), 
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Nomenclature 

Notation List 
a shear span; center-to-center distance between load and 

support 
aexp factor in trendline between Vtest/Vpred and parameter under 

consideration: y = aexpx + bexp with y = Vtest/Vpred and x the 
studied parameter 

av clear shear span; face-to-face distance between load and 
support 

b width of rectangular cross-section 
bn nominal web width of cross-section 
c height of concrete compression zone 
ca the effective concrete cover 
d effective depth of cross-section 
da,max maximum aggregate size 
df fiber diameter 
fc concrete compressive strength 
fc1 concrete compressive stress in elastic stage 
fc2 concrete compressive stress in plastic branch of stress- 

strain diagram, 
ft1 concrete tensile stress in elastic stage 
ft2 concrete tensile stress in post-cracking stage 
ftenf tensile strength of steel fibers 
fs stress in the steel 
fsy yield stress of the steel 
h height of rectangular cross-section 
hc1 height of compression zone in elastic stage 
hc2 height of compression zone in plastic branch of stress- 

strain diagram 
ht1 height of tension zone in elastic stage 
ht2 height of tension zone in post-cracking stage 
k neutral axis depth ratio 
ki neutral axis depth ratio for stage i, with i = 1, 21, 22, 31, or 

32 
kf factor accounting for the fiber effectiveness due to the fiber 

aspect ratio 
l span length 
lf length of fiber 
n modular ratio (Es/E) 
ni parameters used in calculating the crack spacing 
ns number of reinforcement bars on one line in the cross- 

section 
sb a parameter representative of the effective longitudinal bar 

spacing 
scr crack spacing 
sm average stabilized crack spacing 
smi the reinforcement effectiveness parameter 
wb crack width at the bottom of the crack 
wcr,avg average crack width 
wcr,max maximum crack width 
yc1 internal lever arm from neutral axis to resultant of concrete 

in compression in elastic range 
yc2 internal lever arm from neutral axis to resultant of concrete 

in compression in plastic branch of stress-strain diagram 
ys internal lever arm from neutral axis to tension steel 
yt1 internal lever arm from neutral axis to resultant of concrete 

in tension in elastic stage 
yt2 internal lever arm from neutral axis to resultant of concrete 

in tension in post-cracking stage 
z internal lever arm from centroid of tension to centroid of 

compression 
As area of reinforcement steel 
Bi coefficient, with i = 1.0.5 
Cc resultant of concrete under compression 

Ci coefficient, with i = 1.0.11 
E Young’s modulus of SFRC in tension 
Ec Young’s modulus of SFRC in compression 
Es Young’s modulus of reinforcement steel 
F fiber factor 
Fc1 resultant of concrete in compression in elastic stage 
Fc2 resultant of concrete in compression in plastic branch of 

the stress-strain diagram 
Fs resultant force of steel in tension 
Ft1 resultant of concrete in tension in elastic stage 
Ft2 resultant of concrete in tension in post-cracking stage 
M’ normalized bending moment 
M’i normalized bending moment for stage i, with i = 1, 21, 22, 

31, or 32 
Mcr cracking moment of the cross-section 
Mult ultimate flexural capacity 
Rsup support reaction force 
R2 coefficient of determination to indicate goodness of fit 
Ts resultant of steel under tension 
V sectional shear 
Va shear resistance provided by aggregate interlock 
Vax projection on the x-direction of the aggregate interlock 

resultant 
Vay projection on the x-direction of the aggregate interlock 

resultant 
Vcalc calculated shear resistance 
Vcz shear resistance provided by the concrete compression 

zone 
Vd shear resistance provided by the dowel action 
Vf volumetric fiber content 
Vflex sectional shear associated with the flexural capacity 
Vfl,s flexural shear capacity as determined with proposed model 
VF shear resistance provided by the fibers in the tension zone 
Vtest tested shear capacity 
α normalized depth of steel reinforcement (d/h) 
αf fiber orientation factor 
β normalized tensile strain (εt/εcr) 
βtu normalized tensile strain at the ultimate in tension (εtu/εcr) 
γ normalized concrete compressive modulus (Ec/E) 
ε used generally as strain in concrete when presenting the 

stress-strain diagram 
ε1 strain at maximum tensile stress of SFRC 
ε2 strain at σ2 
ε3 25‰, end of stress-strain diagram for SFRC as proposed by 

RILEM [28] 
εc strain in the concrete in compression 
εc,top strain in the layer of concrete that is most in compression 
εcr strain at which SFRC cracks 
εcy strain of SFRC at yielding in compression 
εcu crushing strain of concrete 
εs strain in the reinforcement steel 
εsy yield strain of reinforcement steel 
εt strain in SFRC in tension 
εt,avg average tensile strain 
εt,bot strain in the section in the layer of concrete that is most in 

tension 
εt,max largest tensile strain in cross-section 
εt,min smallest tensile strain in cross-section 
εtu ultimate strain of SFRC in tension 
ϕb bar diameter 
κ normalized yield strain of the steel (εsy/εcr) 
λ normalized compressive strain (εc/εcr) 
λcu normalized compressive strain at the ultimate in 

compression (εcu/εcr) 
λR1 normalized compressive strain at the end of elastic region 1 
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the German guideline for SFRC [24], and the equations as proposed by 
the fib Model Code 2010 [25] (which are based on the Modified 
Compression Field Theory [26] and the use of various Levels of 
Approximation [27]) and by RILEM [28] are empirical in nature. 

Only a handful of mechanical models for SFRC exist, none of which 
address the contributions of all four shear-carrying mechanisms (tensile 
capacity in the tension zone, compression capacity in the uncracked 
zone, aggregate interlock, and dowel action). The dual potential ca-
pacity model [29,30], for example, derives the shear capacity based on 
the tensile capacity of the fiber concrete in the tension zone and the 
compressive capacity of the concrete in the uncracked compression 
zone. The Multi-Action Shear Model (MASM) [31] considers the 
compression capacity in the uncracked zone, dowel action, and lumps 
together the effect of the shear-mechanisms that act on the shear crack 
(aggregate interlock and tensile capacity in the tension zone) into a 
contribution that is mostly governed by the steel fibers. The MASM as-
sumes that failure occurs when the combination of normal and shear 
stresses in the compression chord reach Kupfer’s [32] biaxial failure 
envelope. 

Models based on the theory of plasticity are also derived for SFRC. 
The first available model in the literature follows from modifying the 
lower-bound plasticity-based model for a reinforced concrete member 
subjected to shear [33]. This approach resulted in a practical method to 
determine the shear capacity of a SFRC member [34]. As expected from 
a lower-bound plasticity-based model, this approach resulted in con-
servative predictions when compared to experimental data. Another 
model [35,36], based on the upper-bound theory of plasticity for 
members in shear [37,38] and the connection to the bending moment 
capacity, was proposed in the past as well. Most work on plasticity-based 
models for SFRC was done in the 1980s and 1990s. A recent model 
[39–41] considers concepts of the theory of plasticity using the crack 
sliding model for shear [42,43] in reinforced concrete, combined with 
the arching action in deep beams [44], the post-cracking tensile strength 

of the SFRC and the resulting ability to control sliding along the shear 
cracks. This model also studied the influence of steel fibers on the size 
effect [45]. 

A family of models for the shear capacity of SFRC results from 
extending the Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT) to include the 
effect of the steel fibers. The MCFT uses smeared cracking and a 
constitutive model for cracked concrete, and the extensions of the MCFT 
for SFRC use similar assumptions. For example, the proposal by Zhang 
[46] is based on an alteration of the constitutive model for cracked 
concrete, so that it includes the effect of the fibers, with cracked SFRC as 
a new material with its own constitutive model. In particular, this 
constitutive model considers the contribution of the fibers to transfer of 
stresses across the main crack at and after the peak. 

Another approach based on the MCFT is the Disturbed Stress Field 
Model [47,48], which is a more general approach that requires the use of 
finite element software for implementation. A simplification of this 
approach is a model [49] that relates the average tensile stress to the 
tensile stress in a steel fiber at a crack. This information then results in 
the strain profiles in the SFRC member, consisting of the net strain and 
slip. This approach can also be programmed into finite element software 
and has been worked into VecTor 2 [50]. 

Since the constitutive models for cracked concrete used in the MCFT 
are compared to panel tests, a similar approach was also followed for 
SFRC [51,52], resulting in proposed constitutive models for the cracked 
SFRC [53]. These constitutive models include the large softening of the 
SFRC under tension, as also observed in the panel tests. As such, this 
approach would not be valid for tension-hardening concrete materials 
with fibers, such as UHPFRC. 

Another MCFT-based model at the meso-level studied the rotation of 
the fibers individually [54], which resulted in simplified expressions 
that can be used for design [55]. Additionally, a simplified design 
expression based on the MCFT was proposed [56] for inclusion in the fib 
Model Code 2010 [25], so that the proposed approach is in line with all 
shear expressions in the fib Model Code. The latter approach is the most 
pragmatic set of expressions based on the MCFT and is aimed at prac-
ticing engineers. 

Another mechanical model for the shear capacity of SFRC is a more 
general approach [57] based on the softened truss model of Hsu [58,59], 
which resulted in a softened truss model with steel fibers (STM-SF). 

3. Theoretical model 

3.1. Sectional equilibrium 

The shear-carrying mechanisms Vcz, the contribution of the concrete 
compression zone to the shear capacity, and VF, the contribution of the 
fibers in the tension zone to the shear capacity, are related to the parts of 
the cross-section that are in compression and tension. As such, it is 
necessary to write out the sectional equilibrium of the SFRC and 
determine the height of the compression zone and the height of the 

μ normalized residual tensile strength (σp/σcr) 
ρ steel reinforcement ratio to the effective concrete cross- 

section area 
ρf fiber bond factor: 1 for hooked fibers, 0.75 for crimped 

fibers, 0.5 for straight fibers 
ρg steel reinforcement ratio to the gross concrete cross-section 

area 
ρs,eff the effective reinforcement ratio 
σ stress in the concrete when presenting the stress-strain 

diagram 
σ1 maximum tensile stress in SFRC 
σ2 post-peak tensile stress in SFRC 
σ3 tensile stress in SFRC for a strain of 25‰ 

σc stress in the SFRC in compression 
σcr stress at which SFRC cracks 
σcy stress at yielding of the concrete in compression 
σf,cr distributed shear resistance as provided by the steel fibers 

crossing the shear crack in the tension zone 
σp constant stress after cracking in SFRC in tension 
σt stress in the SFRC in tension 
τ fiber-concrete bond stress 
φb diameter of reinforcement bar 
ω normalized concrete compressive yield strain (εcy/εcr) 
Δ shear displacement 
Δcr critical shear displacement  

Fig. 1. Shear-carrying mechanisms in SFRC, reprinted from [4].  
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tension zone. Fig. 2 shows the principles of sectional analysis as applied 
to SFRC, using the stress–strain diagram proposed by RILEM [28] and 
sketched in Fig. 3. 

Mobasher et al. [18] proposed an analytical solution for the sectional 
analysis of SFRC, based on simplified material models. Fig. 4 shows the 
simplified material models on which the analytical solutions of the 
cross-section are based. Fig. 5 then shows the strains and stresses for the 
sectional analysis using these material models, divided into three stages: 
(1) stage 1, for which the stress–strain behavior is elastic in tension and 
compression; (2) stage 2, for which the concrete is elastic in compression 
and the post-cracking behavior in tension is considered; and (3) stage 3, 
for which the concrete is plastic in compression and the post-cracking 
behavior in tension is considered. For each of these three stages, the 
normalized neutral axis k and normalized bending moment M’ can be 
determined as given in Table 1. The height of the compression zone can 
be found as kh and the bending moment is: 

Mi = M′

i Mcr (1) 

with the cracking moment Mcr: 

Mcr =
1
6

bh2Eεcr (2) 

The steel reinforcement ratio is expressed relative to the gross cross- 
section area as: 

ρg =
As

bh
(3) 

The coefficients in Table 1 are: 

B1 = λ2 + 2μ(λ + 1) − 1;B2 = μ − 9ρgλ;B3 = 9ρg

(
ρg9λ2 − 2μλ

)
+ μ2;B4

= 2λ
(
9ρgκ + μ

)
B5 = 20λ − 101+ 2μ(λ + 1)

C1 = 0;C2 = 27ρg + 3;C3 = − 3 − 54ρgα;C4 = 1+ 27ρgα2;C5

= 2λ3 + 3μ
(
λ2 − 1

)
+ 2;C6 = 6λ2( 9λρg − μ

)
C7 = 3λ2( μ − 36ρgαλ

)
;C8

= 54ρgα2λ3;C9 = − 6λ2( 9ρgκ + μ
)
;C10 = 3λ2( 18ρgακ + μ

)
C11

= 30λ2 + 3μ
(
λ2 − 1

)
− 998  

3.2. Contribution of concrete compression zone 

The contribution of the concrete in the compression zone to the shear 
capacity can be expressed based on the classical equation as proposed by 
Mörsch [60]: 

Vcz =
2
3

kh
z

V (4) 

The expression is the same as for regular reinforced concrete, and the 
values of kh and z can be adjusted to reflect the equilibrium in the SFRC 
cross-section. Since the total sectional shear capacity V needs to be 
known, the value of Vcz is determined iteratively. 

3.3. Dowel action 

The contribution of dowel action to the shear capacity can be 
expressed with the classical expression of Baumann and Rüsch [61]: 

Vd = 1.64bnϕbf 1/3
c (5) 

with fc the concrete compressive strength in MPa. The nominal width 
is determined as: 

bn = b − nsϕb (6)  

3.4. Aggregate interlock 

The contribution of aggregate interlock to the shear capacity is 
determined with the expression proposed by Yang [21,22,62], which is 
based on the fundamental analysis of aggregate interlock by Walraven 
[14,63]: 

Fig. 2. Sectional analysis principles for SFRC: (a) cross-section, (b): strains (using linear strain assumption); (c) stresses: using parabolic stress–strain assumption for 
concrete under compression and softening behavior for SFRC in tension. 

Fig. 3. Stress–strain relationship for fiber concrete, based on the RILEM rec-
ommendations [28]. 
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Va = f 0.56
c scrb

0.03
wb − 0.01

(
− 978Δ2 + 85Δ − 0.27

)
(7) 

with wb ≥ 0.04 mm and fc limited to 60 MPa. In the Critical Shear 
Displacement Theory, the trigger for failure is set at a certain value of 
the critical shear displacement (i.e. slipping of the crack) at the level of 
the longitudinal reinforcement. This failure criterion is different from 
the traditionally-used failure triggered by the unstable propagation of 
the shear crack. The critical shear displacement is given as: 

Δcr =
25d

30610ϕb
+ 0.0022⩽0.025 in mm units 

To calculate wb for a SFRC member, the crack model from [20] is 
applied. The maximum crack width is determined as: 

wcr,max =

(

1.7 + 3.4
Vf lf

df

)

wcr,avg (9) 

The average crack width, wcr,avg can be determined as the product of 
the stabilized crack spacing sm and the average tensile strain in the 
member εt,avg: 

wcr,avg = smεt,avg (10) 

In the members evaluated in this study, the strain distribution is 
assumed as shown in Fig. 5. As a result, the average tensile strain is: 

εt,avg =
h − kh

2kh
λεcr (11) 

The stabilized crack spacing is proposed [20] as: 

sm = 2
(

ca +
sb

10

)
n3 +

n1n2

smi
(12) 

The effective concrete cover ca is estimated as 1.5 times the 
maximum aggregate size. The parameter that represents the effective 
longitudinal bar spacing is: 

sb = 0.5

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
πϕ2

b

ρs,eff

√

⩽15ϕb (13) 

The reinforcement effectiveness factor is determined as: 

Fig. 4. Simplified material models and dimensionless constants: (a) SFRC in tension; (b) SFRC in compression; (c) reinforcement steel. Based on [18].  

Fig. 5. Sectional analysis at three stages as a function of λ: (a) strain and (b) stress and resultant forces at stage 1 (0 < λ ≤ λR1) of elastic compression and elastic 
tension; (c) strain and (d) stress and resultant forces at stage 2 (λR1 < λ ≤ ω) of elastic compression and post-crack tension; (e) strain and (f) stress and resultant forces 
at stage 3 (ω < λ ≤ λcu) of plastic compression and post-crack tension. Based on [18]. 

Table 1 
Normalized neutral axis k, and normalized bending moment for each stage of the 
normalized compressive strain at the top fiber λ. Based on [18].  

Stage steel 
strain 

k M′

1  
k1 =

18ρgα − 1
18ρg + 2 

M’
1 =

2λ
k1

(C1k3
1 + C2k2

1 +

C3k1 + C4)

2.1 εs⩽εy k21 =
λ

B1

(
B2 +

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
B3 + 2αρgnB1

√ )

M’
21 =

1
λ2k21

(C5k3
21 + C6k2

21 +

C7k21 + C8)

2.2 εs > εy k22 =
B4

B1 
M’

22 =
l

λ2 (C5k2
22 + C9k22 +

C10)

3.1 εs⩽εy k31 =
λ

B5

(
B2 +

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
B3 + 2αρgnB5

√ )

M’
31 =

1
λ2k31

(C11k3
31 +

C6k2
31 + C7k31 + C8)

3.2 εs > εy k32 =
B4

B5 
M’

32 =
1
λ2 (C11k2

32 + C9k32 +

C10)
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smi =
ρs,eff

ϕb
+ kf

αf Vf

df
(14) 

The fiber orientation factor αf can be taken as 0.5 for the random 3-D 
orientation of fiber in infinitely large elements. The fiber effectiveness 
factor due to the fiber aspect ratio kf is determined as: 

kf =
lf

50df
⩾1.0 (15) 

The factors n1, n2, and n3 are determined as follows: n1 accounts for 
the bond properties of the main longitudinal reinforcement, with n1 =

0.4 for ribbed bars and n1 = 0.8 for plain bars and tendons. The factor n2 
is a function of the strain distribution across the cross-section, and is 
generally given as: 

n2 =
0.25

(
εt,max + εt,min

)

2εt,max
(16) 

For the linear strain distribution from Fig. 5, Eq. becomes n2 = 0.125. 
For a uniaxial strain condition, n2 = 0.25. Finally, n3 is a factor related to 
the fiber content, determined as: 

n3 = 1 −
min

(
Vf , 0.015

)

0.015

(

1 −
1
kf

)

(17) 

To determine the aggregate interlock contribution for SFRC, scr from 
Eq. (7) can be replaced by sm from Eq. (13) and wb from Eq. (7) can be 
replaced by wcr,max from Eq. (9). 

3.5. Fibers in tension zone 

The contribution of the fibers in the tension zone of the cross-section 
is determined with the formula proposed by Mansur et al. [64]: 

VF = 0.41τFbd (18) 

with τ in MPa, given as: 

τ = 0.68
̅̅̅̅
fc

√
(19) 

with fc in MPa. The fiber factor F is a measure of the fiber–matrix 
interfacial bond, and is a function of various properties of the fiber: 

F =
lf

df
Vf ρf (20) 

The fiber bond factor ρf is a function of the type of fiber, and equals 1 
for hooked fibers, 0.75 for crimped fibers, and 0.5 for straight fibers. 

In the original expression of Mansur et al. [64], the action of the fi-
bers is assumed to work over the entire effective depth d. In the proposed 
model, the action of the fibers works only over the tension zone d – kh. 
Moreover, when the contribution of the fibers is large, the assumed 
mechanical behaviour is not correct anymore. In other words, for large 
amounts of fibers, the equilibrium of the contribution of the concrete in 
the compression zone, dowel action, aggregate interlock, and capacity of 
fibers in the tension zone does not hold true. Instead, the section starts to 
behave as a shear-reinforced section, and a different equilibrium state, 
often visualized as a truss with compression strut and tension ties, de-
velops. Therefore, in this model, the contribution of the fibers is limited 
to a maximum value of F = 1. With these two alterations, Eq. (18) 
becomes: 

VF = 0.41 × 0.68
̅̅̅̅
fc

√
× min(1,F) × b × (d − kh) (21)  

3.6. Resulting theoretical model 

The flexural shear capacity as determined with the proposed model 
can be calculated as: 

Vfl,s = Vcz +Vd +Va +VF (22) 

Since this model determines a flexural shear capacity, the influence 
of arching action is not considered. Shear-compression [65] capacities 
tend to be higher than the flexural shear capacities, as a compression 
arch can develop between the point of application of the load and the 
support. Moreover, in prestressed members, web shear cracking (also 
called shear-tension cracking) can develop, which is based on different 
mechanics and not covered by the presented model [66]. 

In addition, it is also necessary to check if the flexure shear capacity 
does not exceed the theoretically determined flexural capacity of the 
cross-section. The flexural capacity of the cross-section is Mult, which can 
be determined with Table 1 and Eq. (1). To compare the flexural ca-
pacity to the shear capacity, the sectional shear associated with the 
flexural capacity is determined as: 

Vflex =
Mult

a
(23) 

This expression is valid for a simply supported beam subjected to a 
single concentrated load. For other loading and support configurations, 
the value of Vflex can be derived from statics. 

Bringing everything together, the flowchart of Fig. 6 shows how all 
previously described aspects of the theoretical model work together in 
finding the solution for the flexural shear capacity. The key element here 
is the sectional equilibrium, as explained in section 3.1. Ultimately, the 
application is illustrated in Fig. 7 to show how the different values of the 
shear-carrying contributions are calculated as a function of the height of 
the concrete compression zone, and how the solution results from 
equating internal shear resistance to externally applied shear. Note that 
the flowchart shows the way in which the solution is programmed, using 
the full moment–curvature diagram of the section. The point on this 
diagram at which a shear failure is reached is sought and the value of the 
neutral axis is found so that all contributions can be calculated. The 
proposed model follows the strain compatibility from [18] at all steps. 

Fig. 6. Flowchart of solution strategy with proposed model. Note that this 
solution strategy shows the programming routines followed, and that strain 
compatibility is maintained. 
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4. Database of experiments 

To compare the proposed theoretical model to experiments, a subset 
from a larger database of shear tests [68] on SFRC with longitudinal 
reinforcement was extracted. The original database had 488 experi-
ments. To derive the subset, the experiments with a < 2.5d, the non- 
rectangular cross-sections, and the lightweight specimens were 
removed. The resulting subset contains 323 experiments from various 
literature Refs. [36,40,57,64,67,69–106]. 

The ranges of parameters of the specimens in the subset are given in 
Table 2. All specimens have rectangular cross-sections. While the ma-
jority of the specimens are relatively small in scale, a number of larger 
specimens are also included in the database. To exclude shear- 
compression failures, no experiments with a/d < 2.5 are included in 
the database. The reinforcement ratio ρ shows that a few members with 
low reinforcement ratios as well as members with extremely high rein-
forcement ratios feature in the database. The yield strength of the steel 
and of the steel fibers covers regular reinforcement types, and some 
experiments with very high strength steel fibers are present in the 
database as well. The concrete mixes in the database include both reg-
ular SFRC as well as some experiments with UHPFRC, to see if the model 
can be extended to strain-hardening materials. This range is also re-
flected by the maximum aggregate sizes present in the database, with 
the smaller maximum aggregate sizes as used in UHPFRC mixes. The 
fiber volume fraction ranges between low amounts of fibers (0.22 %) 
and amounts of fibers that may become difficult to work with in the 
laboratory and in the field (3 %). 

5. Comparison between theoretical prediction and capacity of 
database experiments 

5.1. Results of comparison 

Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the shear capacity as 

calculated with the proposed model (Fig. 6), Vcalc, and the sectional 
shear at failure Vtest, as caused by the self-weight of the specimen and the 
externally applied load(s), for the 323 experiments. The capacity of 13 
experiments is determined by the flexural capacity. The average value of 
the tested to predicted ratio is 1.50, with a standard deviation of 0.399 
and a coefficient of variation of 26.6 %. The minimum value of the tested 
to predicted ratio is 0.759 and the maximum value is 3.228. The 5 % 
lower bound as taken from the distribution of tested to predicted results 
is 0.932. Fig. 8a indicates that the shear capacity tends to be under-
estimated more as this capacity increases. In other words, the tendency 
for the results is to move away from the bisector line as the values in-
crease. Fig. 8b illustrates the histogram of the results, indicating that the 
distribution resembles a lognormal distribution. 

5.2. Influence of parameters 

To study the robustness of the proposed model over ranges of pa-
rameters, the ratios of tested to predicted results are plotted as a function 
of the varied parameters indicated in Table 2. In addition, in Table 2, the 
value of aexp of the linear trendline between Vtest/Vpred and the studied 
parameter (of y = aexpx + bexp with × the studied parameter and y =
Vtest/Vpred) as well as the R2 value are given. These values are of course 

Fig. 7. Illustration of contributions as function of height of compression zone, 
for experiment U-0-f-3.5 by [67]. 

Table 2 
Ranges of parameters in subset of database (323 experiments), as well as pa-
rameters of comparison to model.  

Parameter Min Max aexp R2 

l (mm) 510 7823.2 3 × 10-5 0.0137 
b (mm) 63.5 610 0.0012 0.0415 
a/d (-) 2.5 6 − 0.0695 0.0132 
d (mm) 85.25 1118 0.0005 0.0536 
ρ (%) 0.37 5.72 0.1096 0.0618 
fsy (MPa) 276 610 0.0002 0.0016 
fc (MPa) 9.77 215 0.0002 9 × 10-5 

da,max (mm) 2 22 0.0064 0.0068 
Vf (%) 0.22 3 0.0946 0.0118 
ftenf (MPa) 260 4913 0.0002 0.0328  

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental shear capacity and shear capacity 
determined with proposed model. (a) overall comparison; (b) histogram 
of results. 
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related to one single parameter at a time, and thus cannot consider the 
interaction between the parameters on the model, so that the resulting 
R2 values are very low. However, the results give us an indication that 
the four parameters that have the best goodness of fit to the model are 
(ranked from highest R2 to lowest): ρ, d, b and ftenf. Similarly, the four 
parameters that have the worst goodness of fit to the model are (ranked 
from lowest R2 value to highest): fc, fsy, da,max and Vf. 

In total, 32 experiments have a value of Vtest/Vpred > 2. To understand 
for which sets of parameters the model becomes overly conservative, 
these 32 experiments are studied in further detail. These experiments 
result from 10 Refs.: [69,71,73,79–81,86,87,91,106]. The ranges of 
parameters that characterize these experiments are generally in line 
with the ranges of the full database, except for the a/d ratio. All these 
experiments lie in the range between a/d = 2.5 to 3.5. In this range of 
values for the shear slenderness, shear-compression failures can govern 
over flexural shear failures. While the transition point between shear- 
compression and flexural shear failures is traditionally taken at a/d =
2.5, this value is in fact a function of the reinforcement ratio [107] and 
can be up to 4.5 in prestressed concrete [108]. Since the reinforcement 
ratios in this subset of 32 experiments are high (1.3–4.5 %) and we have 
the addition of the steel fibers, it is plausible to assume that the ultimate 

capacity of these members was increased as a result of arching action, 
which is not considered in the proposed model. 

In this section, the results regarding the parameters that are of in-
terest are further highlighted: the width b, the effect depth d, the shear 
slenderness a/d, the reinforcement ratio ρ, the concrete compressive 
strength fc, the maximum aggregate size da,max, the fiber factor F, the 
fiber volume fraction Vf, and the fiber tensile strength ftenf. 

Fig. 9 shows the influence of the width (b) and the width-to-depth 
ratio (b/d). From Fig. 9a we can observe a tendency for the model un-
derestimate the effect of the width, which may be attributed to the 
transverse distribution capacity of wider members and the undulation of 
the wider shear crack, which provides more aggregate interlock capac-
ity. Plotting the results as a function of b/d, Fig. 9b, shows a less clear 
influence of the width [109]. For small values of b/d the results of ex-
periments with a/d ≥ and < 3.5 are similar, whereas the number of 
experiments with b/d > 1 is limited. The model tends to underestimate 
the capacity for the experiments with b/d > 1 (with two exceptions), and 
this observation is especially true for the experiments with a/d < 3.5. 
This observation can be related to the influence of the width on the 
relation between shear capacity and position of the load as previously 
reported for slabs [110] and also confirms the findings of Conforti et al. 

Fig. 9. Relation between tested to predicted ratio and: (a) specimen width and (b) width to depth ratio, subdivided by results with a/d < 3.5 and a/d ≥ 3.5.  
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[83] that in the range of b/d between 1 and 3, the shear capacity is 
slightly larger than for more beam-like (b/d < 1) and more slab-like 
(often defined as b/d > 5) members. This observation can be 
explained by the way in which both the width of the member and shear 
slenderness influence the development of a compressive arch between 
the load and the support. 

All in all, experiments on wide members with SFRC are scarce, and 
further experimental research may be necessary to identify the influence 
of the width. In future experiments, the use of advanced instrumentation 
techniques will be valuable to identify in the transverse distribution in 
the member, as well as identify the shear-carrying mechanisms from the 
crack kinematics. For the proposed model, the width can influence the 
assumed shape of the shear crack, and a more undulated crack over the 
width direction can result in a larger plane to provide shear resistance 
and thus a larger shear capacity. Such modifications to the model can be 
developed when more experimental evidence becomes available. 

The second parameter to study in more detail is the effective depth d. 
It is known [111] that the shear capacity of reinforced concrete members 
without shear reinforcement does not increase proportionally as the 
depth of the member increases. This observation is named the size effect 
in shear. On the other hand, adding steel fibers to the mix has shown to 
reduce the size effect in shear [45]. In the proposed model, the aggregate 
interlock capacity is related to the size effect through the crack width, 
whereas the capacity provided by the steel fibers in the tension zone is 
not influenced by the member depth. Fig. 10 shows that the results are as 
well related to the position of the load (a/d) and that the members in 
which arching action could occur show an opposite trend than those 
with a larger shear slenderness. 

The third parameter to study in more detail is the shear span to depth 
ratio. For reinforced concrete, it is known [107,112] that the moment at 
which shear capacity occurs over the flexural capacity has a minimum 
for a certain value around a/d = 2.5. The exact value depends on the 
reinforcement ratio. The effect can be expressed as the shear span to 
depth ratio a/d, the clear shear span to depth ratio av/d or as the moment 
to shear ratio M/Vd, which may be preferable for continuous members. 
As the specimens in the database are mostly simply supported beams 
subjected to one or two concentrated loads, the ratio av/d is appropriate, 
because it also considers the size of the loading and support plates. 
Fig. 11 shows that for SFRC concrete members, an increase in shear 
capacity occurs as the load is placed closer to the support. The exact av/ 
d ratio at which the increase starts cannot be directly indicated, as it 
appears to be a function of the reinforcement ratio and the fibers. The 
ratio appears to be equal to or larger than the ratio for reinforced con-
crete members without transverse reinforcement, and the analysis of the 
underpredictions of the proposed model already indicated that members 
with a large reinforcement ratio and a/d between 2.5 and 3.5 can benefit 
from arching action. 

The fourth parameter to study is the effect of the longitudinal 

reinforcement. The longitudinal reinforcement provides shear capacity 
through dowel action, see Eq. (5). The longitudinal reinforcement ratio 
also has a large influence on the internal equilibrium of forces, and thus 
influences the height of the compression zone, and thus the contribution 
of the uncracked compression zone. As can be seen in Fig. 12a, the ratio 
of tested to predicted capacities is uniform over the range of reinforce-
ment ratios that are tested. It should be noted that the vast majority of 
experiments are heavily reinforced, with ρ ≥ 1 %, so that experiments 
with lower reinforcement ratios are necessary. The effect of ρ is taken 
into account in the model through the expression of dowel action, where 
it is indirectly considered through the number and diameter of the 
reinforcement bars. Through the equilibrium of the section, the rein-
forcement ratio also influences the contribution of the concrete 
compression zone. The yield strength of the steel influences the ratio of 
tested to predicted capacities, see Fig. 12b. For higher steel strengths, it 
appears that arching action plays a more prominent role. In addition, 
improvements to the model could look into considering the yield 
strength of the steel into the dowel action expression. 

The fifth property to study is the influence of the concrete in terms of 
the concrete compressive strength and the maximum aggregate size. The 
concrete compressive strength is often considered as one of the main 
parameters to the shear capacity of concrete members, and it influences 
all shear-carrying mechanisms. As can be seen in Fig. 13a, this model 
performs well over a wide range of concrete compressive strengths, 
especially for experiments with a/d ≥ 3.5. Additionally, the maximum 
aggregate size influences the aggregate interlock capacity. In the 
considered experiments, some concrete mixes use particularly small 
values for the maximum aggregate size. As can be seen in Fig. 13b, the 
model performs uniformly over a wide range of values of the maximum 
aggregate size. The maximum aggregate size is used in this model to 
estimate the cover ca in Eq. (12). Improvements to the aggregate inter-
lock expression could also take into account the roughness of the crack 
as a function of the maximum aggregate size. 

The final parameter to evaluate relates to the properties and amount 
of fibers in the concrete mix. As theoretically identified previously [4], 
the presence of steel fibers influences all shear-carrying mechanisms. In 
the proposed model, the influence of the fibers is considered (1) on the 
sectional equilibrium, and thus on the height of the compression zone 
which determines the contribution of the concrete under compression, 
(2) on the aggregate interlock capacity by considering the effect of fibers 
on crack width and spacing, and (3) by adding the contribution of the 
fibers in the tension zone of the cross-section. Fig. 14a shows that the 
model performs uniformly over the range of fiber volume fractions that 
are tested. Fig. 14b shows the results as a function of the fiber factor, 
which indicates a larger contribution of arching action in ranges of small 
values of the fiber factor. This observation is in line with the knowledge 
that as more fibers are present in the mix, the fibers start to act like shear 
reinforcement, and the shear-carrying load path changes from the 

Fig. 10. Relation between tested to predicted ratio and effective depth of 
the specimen. 

Fig. 11. Relation between clear shear span to depth ratio and tested to pre-
dicted ratio. 
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combination of the shear-carrying mechanism as considered in this 
model for flexure-shear failures to the truss model that is used for shear- 
reinforced members. This observation is also in line with the proposed 
approaches for the shear capacity of SFRC beams with stirrups [75,113]. 
In addition, Fig. 14c shows that the ratio of tested to predicted capacity 
is also a function of the tensile strength of the fibers, and that this factor 
should be considered for the fibers with a low tensile strength. 

5.3. Contribution of the shear-carrying mechanisms 

For the 310 out of 323 experiments for which the model indicates a 
shear failure and not a flexural failure, the contribution of the shear- 
carrying mechanisms can be determined. For this purpose, the values 
of the calculated contribution of the compression zone, fibers across the 
crack, aggregate interlock, and dowel action are compared to the total 
predicted capacity. The resulting values as percentages indicate the 
theoretical contribution of each of these mechanisms. Table 3 shows the 
results for the four studied shear-carrying mechanisms. From these re-
sults, we can observe that on average the contribution of the concrete in 
the compression zone is the largest, and that the contribution of dowel 
action is the smallest. Wide ranges of contributions are found for the 
fibers in the tension zone and for aggregate interlock, which is in line 

with the assumptions in the model. 
Then, we can study the influence of different parameters on the 

contributions of the various shear-carrying mechanisms. Fig. 15a shows 
that dowel action remains relatively constant as a function of the rein-
forcement ratio. While a larger amount of reinforcement leads to a larger 
absolute value of the dowel action, the internal equilibrium leads as well 
to a larger contribution of the compression zone, so that the relative 
contribution of the dowel action remains similar. On the other hand, 
Fig. 15b shows that the contribution of dowel action reduces as the fiber 
factor increases. As the fiber factor increases, the influence of the fibers 
becomes more important, and the contribution of the other shear- 
carrying mechanisms reduces. 

Fig. 16a shows that the contribution of the concrete compression 
zone increases as the concrete compressive strength increases, as ex-
pected. The increase is however moderate. Fig. 16b shows that the 
contribution of the concrete compression zone increases as the rein-
forcement ratio increases, as a result of the larger height of the 
compression zone necessary for the equilibrium. 

Fig. 17 shows that, as expected, the contribution of the fibers in the 
tension zone increases as the fiber factor increases. Fig. 18 shows the 
opposite effect for aggregate interlock: the contribution of aggregate 
interlock reduces as the fiber factor increases. As such, we can see that 

Fig. 12. Relation between longitudinal reinforcement and tested to predicted ratio: (a) reinforcement ratio, (b) yield strength of the reinforcement.  
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the mechanism to transfer shear in the tension zone changes from mostly 
aggregate interlock to mostly the transfer by the fibers. As such, this 
result also shows that the assumption used in various models to add the 
contribution of the fibers to the contribution of the concrete is not 
correct, as there is an interaction between the shear-carrying mecha-
nisms in the tension zone. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Value of theoretical model based on shear-carrying mechanisms 

The strength of the currently proposed model lies in the fact that it is 
entirely based on theoretical considerations and existing descriptions of 
the shear-carrying mechanisms. No additional sources of empiricism 
have been added to this model. As such, it provides a framework for 
further theoretical developments and for the design of targeted experi-
mental campaigns to better understand the shear-carrying mechanisms 
and shear capacity of SFRC members. 

While other models as reported in the literature and compared to 
different datasets may have a better performance in terms of the coef-
ficient of variation [68], this model can be considered as a theoretical 

framework that can be further developed and refined, as more experi-
mental insights become available. 

6.2. Path towards improvement of model 

Experimental evidence is necessary to further develop the model. 
Experiments should be carried out in which digital image correlation 
(DIC) is used to study the crack kinematics [114], to study the critical 
shear displacement [22], and to track the slipping and sliding of the 
cracks, so that the aggregate interlock model can be refined for SFRC. In 
addition, advances in the use of acoustic emission measurements [115] 
can be used to map the development of internal cracking, and fiber optic 
sensors can be slotted into the reinforcement to compare the strains from 
the sectional model with the strains in the reinforcement in the exper-
iment [116,117]. With this information, the simplification of using the 
flexural cracking model for SFRC can be circumvented and the critical 
shear displacement of a SFRC member failing in shear can be studied. 
Moreover, the application of the sectional model can be validated, and 
the development of the crack internally can be captured better. 

The experimental insights can then be used to study various open 
questions. The first open question is the cross-section where the analysis 

Fig. 13. Relation between properties of the concrete mix and tested to predicted ratio: (a) concrete compressive strength; (b) maximum aggregate size.  
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Fig. 14. Relation between fiber properties and tested to predicted ratio: (a) fiber volume fraction; (b) fiber factor; (c) fiber tensile strength.  
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should be carried out. At this moment, the analysis is carried out at the 
cross-section which has the largest shear demand. However, other 
models [118] propose different positions. Positions that are considered 
in other solutions include: at a distance d from the support or from the 
load, or at the location where the shear crack crosses the mid-height of 
the cross-section. The latter may perhaps be the most appropriate 
approach for a model that is based on the shear-carrying mechanisms, 
but requires a better understanding of the inclination of the shear crack. 
The inclination, position, and shape of the shear crack are currently not 
logged in the experimental database [68]. Moreover, new experimental 
results are necessary to properly document the position, inclination, and 
shape of the shear crack, and crack development, as well as to use DIC 

analysis to find the angle of the principal strains. The information of the 
shear crack could then be used to go from a one-dimensional sectional 
analysis to taking the positions of the contributions according to Fig. 1 
into account. 

The second open question relates to the dowel action capacity in 
SFRC members. At this moment, the same expression is used as for 
reinforced concrete members. Another model that was used for com-
parison, but not included in the proposed model, is the dowel action 
model for SFRC [119]. This dowel action model for SFRC, however, 
results in much higher contributions of dowel action, which seem to 
overestimate the contribution of this mechanism. As such, further 
research on dowel action in SFRC is necessary. This observation ties in 
with the conclusion from the parameter studies, which stated that the 
yield strength of the steel reinforcement should be considered in the 
dowel action expression as well, so that the model can be extended to 
members with high-strength steel reinforcement. 

The third open question relates to the aggregate interlock formula-
tion. The current limitations of the crack width to a minimum of 0.04 
mm needs to be reevaluated for SFRC, in which the fibers keep the cracks 
closed. Moreover, the limit of fc = 60 MPa should be extended as many 

Table 3 
Theoretically derived ranges of contribution of the shear-carrying mechanisms.  

Mechanism Avg Min Max 

Dowel action 15 % 2 % 33 % 
Concrete in compression zone 41 % 18 % 52 % 
Fibers in tension zone 22 % 4 % 55 % 
Aggregate interlock 22 % 5% 47 %  

Fig. 15. Influence of parameters on the contribution of dowel action to the total predicted shear capacity: (a) reinforcement ratio; (b) fiber factor.  
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SFRC mixes result in higher concrete compressive strengths. In addition, 
the use of the crack width model for flexural cracking in SFRC members 
is a simplification for the case of shear-critical elements and requires 

better quantification. 
The fourth open question relates to the contribution of steel fibers in 

the tension zone. The expression currently does not consider the yield 

Fig. 16. Influence of parameters on the contribution of the concrete compression zone to the total predicted shear capacity: (a) concrete compressive strength; (b) 
reinforcement ratio. 

Fig. 17. Influence of fiber factor on contribution of fibers in the tension zone to 
the total predicted shear capacity. 

Fig. 18. Influence of fiber factor on contribution of aggregate interlock to the 
total predicted shear capacity. 
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strength of the fibers. While most current SFRC mixes include standard 
fibers, older experiments with non-standard fibers of mild steel have 
different bond and tension properties. Similarly, as new bio-based fiber 
materials and mixes are developed, it is necessary to develop expressions 
that explicitly take the fiber bond and tensile strength into account. 

The final open question relates to the change in behavior from non- 
shear-reinforced behavior, consisting of the shear-carrying mechanisms, 
as used in this model, to the shear-reinforced behavior consisting of a 
truss-like mechanism. Further research should study for which fiber 
volume fraction or which fiber factor this transition takes place. In 
addition, the range of values of a/d in which shear-compression failures 
can occur needs to be studied further. 

7. Summary and conclusions 

This paper proposes a theoretical model to determine the shear ca-
pacity of SFRC members. The model is based on the shear-carrying 
mechanisms as used in the Critical Shear Displacement Theory and 
sectional analysis. The influence of the steel fibers is considered in: the 
sectional equilibrium, the concrete contribution through the height of 
the compression zone, the aggregate interlock capacity through the 
crack width and spacing, and the contribution of the fibers. 

The proposed model is then compared to 323 experiments on rect-
angular, slender SFRC beams that reportedly failed in shear. This com-
parison shows that the model is slightly conservative with an average 
ratio of tested to predicted capacity of 1.50 and coefficient of variation 
of 26.6 %. The comparison indicates that arching action can occur up to 
a/d = 3.5 in SFRC. 

After the comparison between the experimental results and the 
theory, a way forward to improve the model is sketched. Targeted ex-
periments with extensive instrumentation and DIC analysis are recom-
mended to properly address the crack kinematics of SFRC members 
failing in shear, as well as to address the open questions regarding the 
shear behavior of SFRC that are raised in this work. We can conclude 
that the proposed theory is a framework based on established models of 
the sectional equilibrium and the shear-carrying mechanisms. No 
empirical elements are added, and this theory lays the groundwork for a 
solid mechanical model for the shear capacity of SFRC. 
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